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INTRODUCTION

Compression of multimedia data is a field within
computer vision that is still in progress. It deals with
the problem of data representation which gives the
highest level of compression at entropy encoding.
The range of applications of video compression
includes storing multimedia data on media, digital
TV, cellular TV.
Method of compression, giving good compression
level at the conservation of subjective quality of
expressing is still actual.
In this paper is offered a possible solution for this
problem.
VIDEOCUBE
In compression and processing the video data is
usually represented as sequences of separate frames,
which are encoded almost independently. There is also
the essentially different way of data representation—
the discrete space. The idea of transition from tradi
tional representation to representation in discrete
space can be seen in Fig. 1.
This 3D video representation allows to save local
particularities both within one frame, and between
frames, so it becomes possible the compression video
using redundancy within one frame and between
frames.
One of the papers that first mentioned the Vid
eoCube and the “motion as orientation” effect of the
paths formed in the t direction, was done [1]. It is ori
ented to visual perception, and proposes to detect
motion models based on energy and impulse response
filters.
1 The article is published in the original.
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In the corresponding horizontal plane in the Vid
eoCube one can easily identify (nearly straight) line
patterns (see Fig. 2). These lines are related to the rel
ative apparent displacement of the objects due to
motion of one.
Presence of these curves also provides an opportu
nity of compression of the data on a time line.
The name VideoCube we will give to a 3D discrete
space, which elements are pixels of consequent of
frames from source video data.
As element of the VideoCube we shall name an ele
ment of 3d representation of the points of video in size
N × N × N above which a series of operations on trans
formation is made. Each N × N × N block is input,
makes its way through each processing step, and yields
output in compressed form into the data stream.
PROCESSING STEPS FOR STVC CODING
Figures 3 and 4 show the key processing steps
which are the central part of the Spatiotemporal Video
Compression (STVC) modes of operation.
RGB to YUV Transforming
At this stage the image is translated from RGB
color space with the components responsible for red,
green and blue parts of the point color into YCrCb
color space (YUV version) where Y is brightness and
Cr, Cb components mean chromatic red and chro
matic blue.
Because the human eye is less sensitive to color,
than to brightness, there is an opportunity to compress
data for Cr and Cb component with the big losses and,
accordingly, the greater degree of compression. Simi
lar transformation already for a long time is used in TV
where on the signals responsible for color, narrower
band is allocated.
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Fig. 1. Sequence of frames when represented as sequence (a) and spatiotemporal space (b).

The following equation is mathematical definitions
of transform from color space RGB in color space
YCrCb:
Y
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=
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Inverse transform from color space YCrCb to color
space RGB is:
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VideoCube—cubes N × N × N where N is usually
equal 8 (empirical value). 3 working matrixes of 8 bits
of each element are formed separately for every com
ponent for the further transformation.
On this step the adaptive choice of the working ele
ment size also can be used about it is in more detail
told below.
For increasing the compression degree can be used
only the part of the data about a color a component of
the image. In this case the data of component Y is used
completely, and for Cr and Cb components matrixes
are get through a line and through a column. So from
an initial cube of size 16 × 16 × 16 only one working
matrix turns out.
3D DCT and IDCT

Sampling
At a stage of sampling (see Fig. 5) is made splitting
of the initial discrete parallelepiped into elements of a

With the purpose of maintenance of a high degree
of a video compression it is required, by means of cer
tain homomorphous transformations, to form a struc
ture of data, which will effectively be entropy com
pression.
One of such transformations is translation of the
data in spectral area, for example a discrete cosine
transformation (DCT) on 3 dimension. With this
transformation lowfrequency and highfrequency coef
ficients of the video data are located in opposite cor
ners of VideoCube element. Whereas, majority of real
graphic images consists of lowfrequency information,
possible reduce accuracy of presentation highfre
quency coefficients in step of quantization without
essential visual worsening a quality.
The following equations are mathematical defini
tions of the 8 × 8 × 8 DCT:
M – 1N – 1P – 1

D imp = C m C n C p

∑ ∑ ∑S
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Fig. 2. Example of section of a VideoCube plane XOT
(horizontal plane). Spatiotemporal curves.
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Fig. 3. STVC encoder processing steps.
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Fig. 4. STVC decoder processing steps.

Matrixes sizes will be assigned by values M, N, P.
When sampling of VideCube on elements 8 × 8 × 8 val
ues M = N = P are equals to 8.

8×8×8

Quantization
Quantization is processed like quantization in
JPEG [2]. After output from the DCT, each of the 512
DCT coefficients is uniformly quantized in conjunc
tion with a 512 element Quantization Table, which
must be specified by the application (or user) as an
input to the encoder. Each element can be any integer
value from 1 to 255, which specifies the step size of the
quantizer for its corresponding DCT coefficient. The
purpose of quantization is to achieve further compres
sion by representing DCT coefficients with no greater
precision than is necessary to achieve the desired
image quality. Stated another way, the goal of this pro
cessing step is to discard information which is not
visually significant.
Quantization is defined as division of each DCT
coefficient by its corresponding quantizer coefficient,
followed by rounding to the nearest integer:
D ( x, y, t ) =

S
( x, y, t) ,

q

where S—source matrix (before quantization), D—
destination matrix (after quantization), q—value of
quantizer coefficient.
Dequantization is the inverse function, which in
this case means simply that the normalization is
removed by multiplying by the step size, which returns
the result to a representation appropriate for input to
the IDCT:
D ( x, y, t ) = qS ( x, y, t ) .
Transformation of Elements of Space to Sequence
(ZigZag mapping)
Finally, all of the quantized coefficients are ordered
into the “zigzag” sequence, also shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Sampling stage.

This ordering helps to facilitate entropy coding by
placing lowfrequency coefficients (which are more
likely to be nonzero) before highfrequency coeffi
cients. In the Figure 6 is shown data ordering in cube
8 × 8 × 8 (from 1 to 512) for “zigzag” sequence.
LZSE Coding
Long zero sequences encoding (LZSE) is a kind of
RLE compression (RunLength Encoding). Each
sequence of certain length, which ends by zeroes, is
encoded to the following structure: 〈nonzero_counter,
data_without_zeroes〉 So, the sequence 42 3 0 –2 0 0 0
0 0 0 will be transformed to the sequence 4 42 3 0 –2.
Such modification of RunLength Encoding algo
rithm gives high compression degree for data gotten
after ZigZag mapping.
This compression algorithm is more powerful with
separated storage of high and low parts of values like in
following sequence 〈hi_val1, hi_val_2, …, hi_valN〉
and 〈lo_val1, lo_val_2, …, lo_valN〉. In this case
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Fig. 6. “Zigzag” sequence curve (a—starting and ending
fragments of curves, b—full “zigzag” curve).

sequence of high parts of values will be compressed
with the highest degree.
Entropy Coding
The final STVC encoder processing step is entropy
coding. This step achieves additional compression
losslessly by encoding the quantized DCT coefficients
more compactly based on their statistical characteris
tics. The most effective are two entropy coding meth
ods—Huffman coding [3] and arithmetic coding [4].
These methods reduce an average length of code word
for preprocessed video data. Arithmetic coding has
produced better compression than Huffman’s method
for many of the video sequences.
High efficiency of compression, which gives this
algorithm, based on that fact that in the matrix of fre
quency coefficients, forming from source matrixes
after the DCT, lowfrequency components located por
tably in the corner parallelepiped.
OTHER ASPECTS OF THE STVC
The most advanced stage of a compression of an ele
ment of a VideoCube takes place in case of the static
image or smooth movement, and the worst—at change
of a plot. This feature allows to use dynamic change of
the size of an elementary VideoCube on an axis of time
for improvement of parameters of the codec.

CONCLUSION
Advantages of described method of compression
are:
—simplicity of software and hardware realization;
—absence of “key frames” (i.e. possibility of free
positioning);
—decoding a series of frames for one iteration of
algorithm;
—possibility of stream transmitting and bitrate
control;
—symmetry of codec (equal time of cod
ing/decoding);
—absence of visual defects in the manner of “arti
facts”;
—homogeneity of flow (low dependence of peak
load on the processor from the contents of expressing).
Disadvantages of described method of compres
sion are:
—required performance of CPU higher, than
MPEG4. Comparison of codecs parameters, under
the alike subjective quality evaluation of expressing by
the expert, are provided in the table.
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